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Policy: Second Dwelling Units and On-Site Waste Water Treatment
Systems on Parcels Less Than Five Acres
(Effective January 14, 2013)
Merced County Department of Public Health, Division of Environmental Health (MCDEH) is currently not allowing
a second dwelling relying on On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) on parcels smaller than 5 acres in
accordance with the November 18, 2005 Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB) letter
(attached, see page 4) and consistent with the recently adopted (June of 2012) State Water Resources Control
Board, Water Quality Control Policy for Siting, Design, Operation and Maintenance of Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems.
The 2010 California Residential Code defines a dwelling unit as “A single unit providing complete independent
living facilities for one or more persons, including permanent provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, and
sanitation”. An existing single dwelling unit is considered the primary dwelling unit.
Adding to the existing/primary dwelling unit (and likely adding to the existing septic system) will be allowed under
the following conditions:

The addition must share a common wall with the existing dwelling unit.

The shared wall must have a doorway connecting the addition to the existing dwelling unit.
Additions to an existing house must be connected to the dwelling part of the house. For example, the connection
may not be exclusively to a garage or breezeway. An allowable addition may have bedroom(s), bathroom(s), and
a kitchen.
We are allowing additional sewage connections to an existing septic system, or a second septic system on
parcels less than 5 acres, if the change is not likely to cause an increase in total sewage flow on the parcel - for
example: adding a bathroom in a shop, adding an outdoor kitchen, adding a pool house with a bathroom. In
these cases, the sewage flow is merely shifting from the dwelling fixtures to the alternate fixtures.
We are allowing an existing septic system to be expanded as part of a septic system repair, to prevent septic
system failure, or to accommodate an expansion of a dwelling, as long as the dwelling expansion meets the
conditions above and the septic system expansion complies with MCDEH’s current Minimum Design Standards.
Rationale:

The Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board has concerns about overall density of sewage
systems (more than 1.2 million OWTS’s Statewide) and the amount of sewage applied compared to the annual
rainfall. The Regional Board does not want Merced County to allow more than one dwelling on a parcel smaller
than 5 acres. We share their concerns and are respecting their recommendation.

An addition to an existing dwelling unit usually takes up less square footage on the parcel than does a
second dwelling. Leach field replacement area is more likely to be retained with the addition.

An addition is more likely to be occupied by one or two persons, who are more likely to share food
preparation and laundry activities with the other occupants of the dwelling, resulting in a minimal increase in
sewage flow. A second dwelling is more likely to have duplication of sewage-producing activities and to be
occupied by a larger number of people, producing a greater amount of sewage.
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